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[Chairman’s message]
Dear friends,
• ����������������������������������������������
Our Association participated at the press conference held by the largest bilateral Chambers
(American, British, German, French, Italian, Swedish and Dutch), following the conclusion of the updated report of IOBE and Boston Consulting on
the Greek Economy.
• During our projects and in planning our initiatives
we were assisted and guided by the Commercial
Attaché of the Greek Embassy in Den Hague, Mr.
Nikos Thomopoulos. As a result, the largest chain
of suppliers in the Netherlands will soon convey
to all interested parties the operating model
and the strategy behind their successful business
development.
• Last, but not least, we have created HeDA Loyalty
Club, through which our member companies will
be able to grant special offers to all our members,
as well as to the employees of HeDA entities.
Before closing this brief, initial communication I
would like to thank all our sponsors for their support
and commitment to our goals.
And a very warm «thank you» to my predecessors
Mr. Desyllas and Mr. Maroulidis, for their admirable
work, followed by a very heartily welcome to Mrs.
Hiro Athanassiou, our new board member.
With my best regards
George Kotsalos

inHeDA

I am delighted to present you with the HeDA renewed and
enriched newsletter as well as our programmed initiatives for
the years 2014/2015.
Despite the bleak economy the HeDA Board of Directors has
approved an ambitious plan, including:
- listing new members
- focusing on areas outside Athens
- creating synergies between bilateral Chambers in producing a series of proposals
and initiatives involving the Greek Government
- running a survey in odrer to better understand and evaluate our member’s and
candidate member’s opinion on the HeDA Services
- designing a new interactive website
- pursuing closer cooperation with the Dutch Embassy as well as a number of Dutch
Associations and Bureaus
- organising events and conferences
- encouraging the promotion of activities, products, services and initiatives of our
Member’s companies via our newsletter and website
- exchanging business information
- supporting employement, innovation and start ups.
In order to achieve our goals, we have already realised the following steps:
• We have increased the number of our Members of the Board from 8 to 11. We
expect this decision to be validated within the next 6 months).
• We have initialised two committees engaged in public relations and information
systems.
• MRB has concluded an opinion survey between our members (see page 10), our
new website by «Lighthouse» is on line and fully operational at www.heda.com.
gr, while «Think» has completed our Social media networking. We thank these
companies for their professional assistance and sponsoring.
• We organised a succesful event in Herakleion, Crete in order to enhance exports
of local goods to Holland.
• We familiarised our members with Credit & Surety insurance, during an event
sponsored by Atradius and Euler Hermes Hellas.
• The Members of our Board have participated in meetings held between the
Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands Mr Jan Versteeg and Minister
Mr. I. Stournaras, the Governor of Bank of Greece Mr. Provopoulos, the Vice
Minister Mr. Mavraganis, the Dutch Minister of Commerce & Development
Mrs Lilianne Ploumen, the Chairman of ABN AMRO Mr. Gerrit Zalm, the new
Chairman of Hellenic Federation of Enterprises (SEV) Mr. Fessas and the Chairman
of the The Confederation of Netherlands Industry and Employers (VNO-NCW)
Mr Bernard Wientjes with whom we have discussed the possibility of expanding
our memberships as well as our connections with Dutch companies and tour
operators.
• We celebrated the New Year 2014 and organised the Annual Princess Christina
Concur Concert at the Athens Megaron.
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dynamic relations Hiro on board...

[supporting young people] [the first woman to lead ELAIS-Unilever Hellas]

The Netherlands and Greece have long
standing investment and trade relations.
Both small and medium-sized enterprises as
well as multinational companies have long
done business in Greece. Business relations
have proven to be particularly good in many sectors
like agriculture, food and beverages, services, marine industry and tourism.
These sectors are very dynamic and important, both in terms of production
and employment for both countries.
The Embassy is the official representation of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
in the Hellenic Republic. Together with its network of eleven honorary
consulates, the Embassy is the channel for contacts between the governments
of the two countries. It promotes Dutch culture and business and provide
consular services.
The Embassy assists Dutch companies in their business activities in the Greek
market. It does so by helping companies with information and contacts
which often lead to new business leads. The Embassy also cooperates with
the Embassy of the Hellenic Republic in The Hague, which supports Greek
companies wishing to export to the Netherlands.
We keep you informed on https://www.facebook.com/NetherlandsEmbassy
or welcome you at our website at www.dutchembassy.gr.

Orange Grove

Orange Grove is an initiative of the Embassy, together with Greek and Dutch
companies and a wide group of friends. The aim of Orange Grove is to
empower young entrepreneurs in ‘the warmest cool place in Europe’.
In difficult times, some people look backward, and others look forward. In
Greece, the forward looking group is growing. Orange Grove, a business
incubator directly opposite Kalimarmaro Stadium, hosts and supports young
people that have decided to take the future into their own hands.
Orange Grove helps to turn an idea into a business. The young entrepreneurs
have a personal mentor, they receive legal and financial counselling, they
participate in master classes and ‘bootcamps’. They find themselves in a
very stimulating environment: the startup scenes of Amsterdam and Athens,
companies that are global leaders in export and marketing, top notch
knowledge institutions - and their fellow Orange Grovers, who all face similar
challenges.
The ambition is to help avoid Greece losing the talents of the young
generation. To turn brain drain into two-way brain mobility. We try to
connect the younger generations in Europe and to let their entrepreneurial
and collaborative attitudes bear fruit.
Orange Grove is a group effort. Many people - often linked to both Greece
and the Netherlands by birth, education or business ties - are contributing.
The number and quality of the business proposals received is overwhelming.
Over 70 young entrepreneurs are now building their business in Orange
Grove. The Greek startup ecosystem is rapidly growing and Orange Grove
hopes to make a modest contribution. V
For more information:
www.facebook.com/orangegroveathens and www.orangegrove.biz.
Ambassador Jan Versteeg is in Greece since September 2012.
You can follow him on Twitter https://twitter.com/JanVersteegBZ.
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Hiro Athanassiou is the new Chairman of ELAIS Unilever Hellas S.A., since on December 1st, 2013
she became the first woman to lead the company.
She graduated from PIERCE in 1977 and then
went on to earn her BA (Hons) in Marketing &
Management from DEREE, The American College
of Greece. She holds an MSc in International
Relations and Personnel Management from
the London School of Economics and Political
Sciences. She has been part of the Unilever family
for the past 29 years, holding various positions in
the Marketing, Sales and Exports sectors, both in
Greece and abroad.
Participating in various external bodies, Mrs
Athanassiou is a Member of the Board of the
Foundation for Economic & Industrial Research
(IOBE), a member of the Board of the HellenicDutch Association (HeDA), as well as an active
member of the Hellenic Management Association
(EEDE), the Hellenic Institute of Marketing (EIM),
the Women’s Organisation of Managers and
Entrepreneurs (TOGME), the Leadership Sector
(THGE), and the Association of Chief Executive
Officers (EASE). V

board of directors

Zooullis Mina,
Vice Chairman

Panagiotis Mparas,
General Secretary

Miltiadis Maroulidis,
Member

“My name is Zooullis Mina and I am the
Managing Director of Athenian Brewery
since April 2012. As well as the Vice
Chairman of HeDA, I am the Chairman
of the Greek Brewers Association.
Athenian Brewery was founded in
1963. It is the biggest brewer of beer in
Greece. It produces, amongst others, the
well known beer brands of Heineken,
Amstel and Alfa. It also produces the
natural water brand of Ioli at its plant in
Lamia. Our company owns three breweries , one in Athens, one in Thessaloniki
and one in Patras. It operates 2 malteries,
one in Thessaloniki and one in Patras and
employs 1.000 people.”

Konstantinos Maggioros,
Treasurer

“Philips Hellas is one of the founding
members of HeDA and since then it
makes every possible effort to contribute to the Association’s purposes and
ambitions on the development of mutual
trade and overall economic relations between Greece and the Netherlands, but
also on the consolidation of the cultural,
educational and social relations between
the two countries. Given the economic
crisis in both Europe but mainly Greece,
the need for synergies, cooperation,
good professional relationships and exchange of good practices is more imperative than ever. And Philips, along
and through HeDA, wishes to continue
working towards this direction.”

“In May 2008 Mr. Miltiadis Maroulidis
was elected as chairman of HellenicDutch Association and again re-elected
in 2012. In September 2013 Mr. M. Maroulidis handed the Presidency of the
Association to Mr. G. Kotsalos (CEO
Interamerican), continuing however to
be member of the Board. Mr. M. P. Maroulidis is the Chairman of the Board and
Managing Director of Quality Brands International SA.”

“FrieslandCampina (NOYNOY, MILNER, FRISO) is a founding member of HeDA since
1994. On behalf of the company I look forward
to expanding our business relations and good
business practices, while making a positive
contribution to the Hellenic-Dutch community. The persisting economic crisis in Europe
as well as in Greece calls, now more than ever,
the need to solidify relations, to inspire and
promote co-operation and to share knowledge, working together synergistically and effectively for mutual cross-country benefits,
creating the best of both worlds. With this
ambition, FrieslandCampina wishes to be an
active member guiding the course of HeDA.”

“ING Greece has been a founding member of HeDA since 1994. ING Greece via
its membership aims to further establish the
Live Well philosophy, which is the key foundation of its health insurance programs by
promoting prevention and a balanced lifestyle.”

Luis Miguel Gomez,
Member

George Thomaidis,
Member

“Our company has been a founding member
of HeDA since 1994. Initially as Shell Hellas
A.E. and nowadays as Coral A.E. we have
been active in this country for 88 years.
Our strong ties with the Netherlands are as
valuable as ever and the forum of HeDA is
of great importance to us. At times of crisis,
positive, active business networking associations of the caliber of HeDA can offer a material contribution to other fellow members,
while at the same time further enhancing the
Hellenic- Dutch business relationships.”

CEOs on board...

[the Association’s Board consists of 8 CEOs]
Chairman
Vice Chairman
Treasurer
General Secretary
Member
Member
Member
Member

Mr. George Kotsalos, INTERAMERICAN (ACHMEA)
Mr. Zooullis Mina, ATHENIAN BREWERY
Mr. Konstantinos Maggioros, FRIESLANDCAMPINA
Mr. Panagiotis Mparas, PHILIPS
Mr. Luis Miguel Gomez, ING
Mr. Miltiadis Maroulidis, QBI HELLAS
Mrs. Hiro Athanassiou, UNILEVER/ELAIS
Mr. George Thomaidis, CORAL

20
years
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The elected Board of Directors, consisting by
8 leading business executives, determines the
HeDA policies and operating procedures. The
executive secretary, Mrs. Konstantina Oikonomou,
implements and supervises Board policies. New
member of the Board of Directors, after the
substitution of Mr. Desyllas, is Mrs. Hiro Athanasiou,
CEO of UNILEVER-ELAIS. New representative
of HeDA in Crete is Mr. Nikolaos Myrtakis, Vice
Chairman of Pancreta Bank. V
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new members

[Terra Creta - Antipollution - Shell & MOH Aviation Fuels - Vasia Hotels]
• Terra Creta

[www.terracreta.gr, info@terracreta.gr]
Terra Creta S.A was founded in 2001 in Chania and is currently operating at its modern facilities in Kolymvari, Crete, Greece.
Being export oriented, with commitment to quality and innovation, the company managed within very few years to be
expanded in more than 30 countries and received many international awards. The company was the first to develop and
launch an online traceability system for its olive oil, while in cooperation with local farmers; olive oil of exceptional quality is
produced by applying innovative extraction methods in its advanced olive mill. Terra Creta Estate, Organic Extra Virgin Olive
Oil has been selected as one of the world’s best olive oils and received the BIOL GOLD award.
425 of the world’s best organic olive oils, from 17 countries, were judged by an international jury composed of over 20
expert tasters from different countries (Spain, Italy, Greece, USA, Germany, Japan, Great Britain, and Tunisia). Terra Creta
Estate Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil was awarded the Gold medal and the only entry from Crete to receive an award.
The award qualifies Terra Creta Estate Organic Extra Virgin Olive Oil to be included in the 2014 BIOL Guide to the best
organic extra virgin olive oil in the world. V

• AntiPOLLUTION

[antipollution.gr, info@antipollution.gr]
Antipollution is the leading Greek Company in the field of Port Reception Facilities, on Solid Ship-Generated Waste management. At
present, we provide services on a 24/7 basis in all major Greek ports.
Our company was founded in its present form by the descendants of the first people to operate in Piraeus Port, receiving and
handling waste from ships in the 1940s. Ever since, we are on constant expansion course, acquiring modern equipment and providing
our services in numerous Greek ports. However, Antipollution’s vantage lies on the experience acquired in past decades and deep
knowledge of both environmental and maritime regulations. Putting constantly hard effort to improve the services rendered, the
company, as an active member of Euroshore, the Association of Port Reception Facilities in Europe and beyond, is able to transfer
the experience of fellow members into Greek market. Following closely all the new practices currently implemented in the European
Union, according MARPOL Convention 79/78, Antipollution understands the importance attributed to recycling, valorization and
alternative management of waste nowadays. V

• Shell

& MOH Aviation Fuels

[www.shell-moh.com, info@shell-moh.com]
Shell & MOH Aviation Fuels A.E is the Marketing Joint Venture established by Shell Overseas Holdings Ltd and Motor Oil (Hellas)
Corinth Refineries S.A. with scope the marketing and supply of Aviation Fuels under Shell trademark in Greece.
Our vision is to lead in the Greek Aviation Market in terms of safety, customer’s preferences, market share and profitability in
accordance with our partners’ business principles and by reflecting the strengths and opportunities, which Shell and MOH are offering.
We are determined to be a responsible and safe organization focused on teamwork and operational excellence so that Shell & MOH
Aviation can also deliver continuous improvement in terms of Health, Safety, Security and environment performances. V

• Vasia Hotels

[www.vasiahotels.gr, info@vasiahotels.gr]
G.&V. CHONDRAKI S.A., is a private family-owned company, established in
1996. The hospitality business is the most important activity of the company,
which counts 5 properties; 4-star and 5-star Resort hotels, Villas, and a Spa
Centre, all located on the island of Crete. The company operates its hotels
under the brand name VASIA HOTELS & SPA.
VASIA HOTELS & SPA has been awarded several prizes, by local and
international tour operators & travel organizations, in recognition of the high
quality of the services provided, its upgrading of the Greek tourism product
and its respect for the environment.
The company is also active in the following sectors: construction business,
consulting and management services.
Properties operated by G.&V. CHONDRAKI S.A.
• The SENTIDO Vasia Resort & Spa, located in Sissi, Crete - Member of the SENTIDO RESORTS
& HOTELS.
• The smartline Vasia Village, located in Sissi, Crete - Member of the smartline Hotels.
The Hellenic• The Vasia Island, located in Sissi, Crete - Exclusive cooperation with Corendon TO.
Dutch
• The Vasia Villas, located in Milatos, Crete - Exclusive cooperation with Eliza Was Here.
Association
• The Elounda Eleon Villas, located in Elounda, Crete - Exclusive cooperation with Eliza Was Here. V
of Commerce
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HeDA in Crete credit insurance

[a bridge between the island and Holland]

The export opportunities and capabilities of the Cretan land and it’s products
were discussed during a very interesting event that took place at the Conference
Center of the Pancreta Bank in Herakleion. Under the auspices of the Dutch
Embassy and the Pancreta Bank, the initiative of HeDA aimed to establish strong
relationships between Cretan enterprises and the Dutch market.
Mr. G. Kotsalos, Chairman of HeDA and keynote speaker, underlined the explicity
and uniqueness of a significant number of Cretan products and addressed the
challenge of creating a strong bilateral framework that would enhance exports.
Mr. Kotsalos referred to the role of the Chamber as a bridge between Greece
and Holland, since most members - including Athenian Brewery, Philips Hellas,
Friesland Campina, Interamerican (Achmea), ING, Quality Brands Ltd, Unilever
and Coral (Shell) - are large dutch companies conducting business successfully in
Greece and the global markets.

Mr. Lembidakis, Chairman
Pancreta Bank, the Ambassador of
the Kingdom of the Netherlands
Mr Jan Versteeg and Mr. G.
Kotsalos. Chairman of HeDA.

Mr. G. Kotsalos, Chairman
of HeDA and Mr. Nikolaos
Myrtakis, representative of
HeDA in Crete.

The Ambassador of the Kingdom of the Netherlands Mr. Jan Versteeg confirmed
Holland’s interest in young entrepreneurship and in enhancing commercial bonds
between the two countries.
Speakers included Mr. Nikolaos Myrtakis, representative of HeDA in Crete, Mr.
Nikolaos Thomopoulos, Financial Attaché of the Greek Embassy in Den Hague,
Mr. Rigas Koutroumanos, Central Logistics Manager Athenian Brewery and Mr.
Alexandros Gavriiloglou, Deputy General Manager Euler Hermes Hellas, while
the event was attended by the majority of Cretan enterprises, executives and
representatives of trade associations. V

[a contemporary business approach]

In the context of an extrovert approach and
within a boarder scope of activities, the Hellenic
- Dutch Association HeDA organised on May 12
an event about the Principles and Implementation
of Credit Insurance. The event was hosted by
Interamerican, member of HeDA in the company’s
headquarters conference theater ant was attended
by a large number of executives and institutional
representatives.
Keynote speakers Mr. Makis Tzeis (left), managing
director of Atradius Credit Insurance and Alexis
Gavriiloglou (right), deputy general manager and
in charge of the commercial lines of Euler Hermes
Hellas, discussed the economic and business
environment in Greece and Cyprus and underlined
- through technically based argumentation - the
necessity of credit insurance. The presentation
included all available services and advantages
deriving by the implementation of credit insurance
in safeguarding and securing business development.
Both speakers reminded their audience of the
trade risks in Greece and abroad and concluded
by reviewing the latest trends in global economy
and credit insurance.
Mr. George Kotsalos, Chairman of HeDA,
commentend on the importance of credit
insurance, escpecially under the difficult present
circumstances, and renewed his commitment to
continue, on behalf of HeDA, the initiatives that
will assist and promote contemporary business
solutions. V

agenda

•T
 he Members of the Board of HeDA and the Ambassador of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands Μr. Jan Versteeg, met on Thursday
27 February, at the Netherlands Residence with guest speaker H.E.
Mrs Lilianne Ploumen, minister for Foreign Trade and Development,
accompanied by Mr. Simon Smits, Vice-Minister for Trade.

20
years
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• The Members of the Board of HeDA and the Ambassador of the
Kingdom of the Netherlands Μr. Jan Versteeg, met on Friday 10 May, at
the Netherlands Residence, with the Chairmain of the Confederation
of Netherlands Industry and Employers (VNO-NCW) Mr Bernard
Wientjes and the Chairman of SEV Mr. Th. Fessas. (photo)
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agricultural experts joined forces

[niche technologies & best practices] [structural reform & the prospects of Greek Economy]

Between the 31st and the 2nd of April 2014, the
Network PRAXI and the Dutch Organisation
RVO, members of Enterprise Europe Network, in
collaboration with the Embassy of the Kingdom of
Netherlands in Athens, the Secretariat General of
Research & Technology and the company ANELIXI,
organised an envoy of Dutch companies as well as
a seminar on vegetable cultivation. The aim of the
mission was to expand cooperation and enhance
the extroversion of Greek companies, through
the exchange of know-how and competitive edge
technologies.

On the 31st of May, start-up companies of Orange
Grove, under the auspices of the Dutch Embassy,
participated in a training session, followed by a
number of meetings focusing on the cultivation
of vegetables, the infrastractures, the operation of
greenhouses and agricultural technology.
On the 1st and 2nd of April, the Dutch Representation
visited Filiatra and Kiparissia (Messinia), reviewed
greenhouses and updated producers on matters
such us niche technologies and best practices in
production control. The Network PRAXI, the
Directorate of Agricultural Economy & Veterinary
of Trifilia, the company ANELIXI and Dutch
experts, organised an open conference event, thus
promoting the exchange of ideas, practices and
common challenges. V
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The seven largest bilateral Chambers of Greece held a press conference to
present a study conducted by the Foundation for Economic and Industrial
Research (IOBE) and The Boston Consulting Group (BCG), entitled «The Role
of Structural Reforms and the Prospects of the Greek Economy».
The conference took place on Tuesday, May 20, 2014 at the Hotel Grande
Bretagne.
The study examines the facts, presents the challenges, reflects the progress, and
highlights what should be the priorities of the Greek economy and the direct
actions necessary to continue and to complete the reform project that will mark
the entrance of the Greek economy to a new growth cycle.
The facts: The Greek economy is showing signs of stabilising after six years of
deep and prolonged recession. Normalisation is returning in both the financial
sector and the external trade balance and as a result confidence in the markets
is being restored.
The challenges: There remains the risk that the Greek economy will not
achieve necessary growth rates and primary surpluses, that restrictions on
lending will persist, and that the depletion of domestic saving will be detrimental
to consumer spending, therefore making exports, import substitution and direct
investments the only way to growth.
The progress: Basic conditions for growth, in addition to societal support of
refrom programs, are the promotion of an effective institutional framework for
governance and justice, the upgrading of the domestic business environment,
and the increase of the competitiveness of the Greek economy. Some reforms
toward these basic guidelines have been incorporated in the economic policy
program. However, society has not yet sufficiently embraced the reforms, and
as a result there are delays, political controversy, and social reactions.
The priorities: Priorities include a substantial change in mentality and modus
operandi of the economy with emphasis on innovation and entrepreneurship,
the transformation and diversification of the manufacturing base based on
comparative advantages, and the implementation of reforms in the fields of
administrative matters that affect the fundamentals of the production system.
In these areas, the role of bilateral chambers is particularly critical.
Connecting the business world of Greece with its major trading partners
abroad, the chambers are an important and credible instrument for promoting
the desired outward-looking Greek economy. V

Mr. N. Makropoulos, Μember,
British-Hellenic Chamber,
Mr. H. Iconomopoulos,
President, British-Hellenic
Chamber, Mr. G. Kotsalos,
Chairman HeDA and Mr.
S. Anastasopoulos, Chairman,
Hellenic-American Chamber.

vehicle glass repair 2nd ING Live Well
[Carglass wins the competition]

[a big celebration for Health]

Carglass Greece is the winner of the The ‘Best of
Belron® 2014’ event, held on 21st and 22nd May
at the Fiera Roma exhibition centre in Roma, Italy.
Hosted by Belron® - the world leader in vehicle
glass repair and replacement, this exhilarating
biennial event enables our technicians to compete
for the title ‘Best Belron® Technician in the World’.
The Greek finalist Antonis Moustakas (photo),
a winner in his own country’s competition was
tested on all aspects of his job including:
• How to repair and replace a windscreen.
• How to replace a side glass, as well as remove
and refit a rear window.
• How they communicate with customers before
and after a job.

ING, the leading insurance company with a long history as a health services
provider, organizes, once more, a big celebration for health. The 2nd ING Live
Well event will be held on Sunday, June 22nd, at Syntagma Square, following
the success of the 2013 event, which brought together more than 5,000
participants.
The ING Live Well event is co-organized by ING and the Organization for
Culture, Youth and Sports of the Athens Municipality (O.P.A.N.D.A.), to
promote a healthy lifestyle, as means of prevention and maintaining one’s
health.

The quality of the work demonstrated placed
Antonis gave him the winning position and a ranking
among the 8 best technicians of Belron globally and
by criteria that cover health and safety, working
methods, care for the car, customer care, as well as
final quality and speed of completing the job.
The competition was attended by a large number of
insurance executives and journalists, who also had
the opportunity to participate at a very interesting
conference hosting speakers from Google, McKinsey
and Ed Design.
Since its creation in 2000, the Best of Belron®
competition has enabled Belron® to instil a
one-way approach to fitting and repairing glass,
known as ‘the Belron Way of Fitting’. This means
customers can expect the same exceptional levels
of service world wide, thanks to the constantly
evolving processes, tools and materials developed
over a hundred years.
Overall, Belron seeks to inspire and motivate
each technician to achieve the same levels of
excellence as the winner and ultimately further
benefit the millions of customers the company
serves each year. V

Syntagma Square will be the meeting place for Sunday, June 22nd at 7 pm,
where participants will run a symbolic distance of 4 km. The center of our city
will be empty without vehicle traffic, so participants can enjoy the route as
they wish: on their bikes, running, or walking. The ING Live Well event does
not require pre-registration or any participation fee, giving thus everyone
the opportunity to attend. As the foundation of the event is based around
connecting generations, we will have children’s activities for entertainment
with a closing activity of a big raffle draw offering great prizes.
Active in the area of Corporate Responsibility , ING aims for the ING Live
Well event to support the causes of the charitable association “Friends of
the Child“, which actively cares for children and families in need. Within this
context, all participants, in this great celebration of health, will be encouraged
to support this cause, thus putting into action the “ING Live Well” philosophy
for our fellow citizens. ING has already begun collecting funds for the “Friends
of the Child” association internally with special collection points that have
been placed in the ING Head Offices and all Sales Agencies
throughout Greece, touching 15 locations. V

20

Come all to the ING celebration for health at Syntagma
on the 22nd of June at 7 in the evening!
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city walk weekend Milner taste test

[a different perspective of Athens] [full taste, 9 nutrients & low in fat]

After a full-year of strong investment behind the nutritional value
of Milner, FCH decided to further evolve its communication
with main focus to overcome the barrier of taste and increase
penetration by attracting users of full-fat gouda.
Since the entry point for cheese is taste, Milner new communication
builds on changing current perception that because it is a low-fat
cheese, is also less tasteful. The idea was supported by the fact that
Milner tastes just as good as a normal full-fat gouda, verified via a
blind product test that was made in Greek consumers1.
The “Milner Taste test” campaign has been unfolded the last 12
months, via an integrated 360° Activation Plan:
Starting from the new TV campaign where the Greek famous chef,
Yiannis Loukakos, has again the leading role and acts as the expert
for Milner’s rich taste. The idea of the TVC, is that even the chef
‘gets fooled’ during a ‘Taste test’ that two children have prepared
How well do you know Athens? Now Hilton offers you for him, as he cannot recognize the taste difference between
the opportunity to discover unknown spots of historical, Milner and a full-fat gouda cheese.
architectural and cultural significance, through the «City
Walk Weekend for two» package, which was created
based on an exclusive cooperation with “Big Olive” (www.
bigolive.org), a team of young, passionate people who enjoy
organizing unique, fun and educational walks around Athens.
With this package, Hilton Athens aims to re-introduce
Athens to its visitors, through walks around beautiful
neighborhoods and narrations of their fascinating stories.
The exciting tours include, “The Orientalist’s Walk”,
where you will discover the little known history of Athens
under Ottoman rule by visiting stately Ottoman mansions,
atmospheric Turkish bath houses, mosques and synagogues,
“The Secrets of the Lost River”, an ancient river, which has
now been canalized to flow beneath roadways, “The Greek
Revival Walk”, which includes some of Athens’s finest
Neo-Classical buildings, “The Literary Walk”, focusing on
locations strongly associated with legendary figures, “The
Path to Modernity”, which explores architectural styles
ranging from 19th-century neoclassical edifices to minimalist
Furthermore, the idea of ‘Milner Taste test’ has been communicated
contemporary works etc.
The collaboration of Hilton Athens with the team of Big via new radio spots & sponsorships, publis in magazines, cinemas
Olive is part of the hotel’s wider interest in promoting and digital activation in Youtube, Web TV and Facebook.
Athens as a magnificent city break destination by highlighting In parallel to the above, FCH is implementing a roadshow of
its artistic and cultural wealth. It is worth noting, that four more than 70 “Milner Taste test” events, in big shopping malls,
years ago Hilton was the first hotel in Athens to create and hypermarkets and cities all over Greece. The innovative experiential
systematically promote a cultural package - the “Cultural sampling events give life to the main idea of new communication
Weekend for Two” - in collaboration with six of the most campaign, bringing Milner closer to consumers. In the “Milner
Taste test” events, consumers can taste blindly Milner and a full
important museums of Athens.
The package includes two nights in a double-room, breakfast fat gouda, choose and vote for their favorite one via the tablet
in Byzantino restaurant, two tickets to a city-walk of your application (specifically developed for this activation) and win
choice, access to Hiltonia Spa (indoor pool, gym and sauna) Milner for a month.
and foot massage for two, for your full relaxation and recovery All results are communicated on-line via Milner’s page in Facebook,
where consumers can see live photos of the events and be
after the walk. The package price is €339 in total. V
informed where the next “Milner Taste test” event will take place.
• For more information and reservations please visit
Up to now, through the ‘Milner Taste test’ events, Milner has
www.hiltonathens.gr or please call 210 7281100.
already made more than 60.000 contacts, of which 80% have
chosen Milner as equally tasteful to a full-fat gouda.
The “Milner Taste test” events are in progress, all over Greece and
are expected to finish in September. So, check out in Facebook
The Hellenicwhere the next event is and grab the opportunity to participate! V
Dutch
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GFK, “Blind Product Test”, July 2012

• Brussels should stick to five
key tasks, says prime minister

• Fur farmers celebrate as court throws out
ban on mink farming

The European Commission should confine itself to five
key tasks over the next five years, Dutch prime minister
Mark Rutte said in an interview with regional newspapers.
The European Union should ‘return to the basics’, Rutte,
from the right-wing Liberal VVD party, said. Europe
should focus on ensuring a strong internal market, cutting red tape, boosting free trade, a single energy market
and combating labour market abuses, Rutte said, ‘People
are worried about their jobs and jobs for their children,’
he said. ‘But Europe is interfering in pensions and coming up with quotas for women.’
Rutte plans to outline his list of priorities to other EU
leaders at a special dinner next week, two days after the
results of the elections are published.
The Netherlands will elect 26 new European parliamentarians on Thursday but most of the EU will vote on
Sunday. ‘I absolutely want to prevent us continuing on as
if nothing had happened after this election,’ Rutte said.
Eurosceptic groups are forecast to make large advances
in the polls.

A court in The Hague on Wednesday overturned
a new law to ban breeding animals for fur from
2024. The law will have a ‘serious financial impact’ on breeders and it is totally unclear if they
will be given proper compensation, the judges said
in their verdict. The legislation to phase out fur
farming was passed by the senate at the end of
2012, three years after it was agreed by the lower
house.

Opposition
Opposition MPs have demanded Rutte explain why he
has gone public now with a list of key tasks for the EU.
‘I want to hear from the cabinet before 16.00 today if
what the prime minister said is real cabinet policy,’ CDA
parliamentarian Pieter Omtzigt is quoted as saying by
news agency ANP. ‘And that needs to be signed by foreign minister (Frans) Timmermans as well.’
‘Rutte has declined to outline his vision for Europe for
years and now he comes out with a list a day before the
EU elections,’ said D66 leader Alexander Pechtold. V

Five million pelts
Fur farmers described the decision as ‘historic’,
saying the ban would have meant the end of an
economically successful sector, news agency ANP
reports. The Netherlands has some 160 fur farms
producing five million pelts a year. The sector employs some 1,400 people. The Netherlands is the
third biggest fur farming nation in the world behind Denmark and China.
Appeal
Junior economic affairs minister Sharon Dijksma
said she will appeal against the court decision.
However, D66 parliamentarian Gerard Schouw
called on Dijksma to revise the decision and take
the courts comments on compensation for farmers
into account. Earlier, researchers at Wageningen
University said the the cost of the ban would be
€651m. Animal rights groups said they were very
disappointed at the court ruling. ‘It has been clear
to breeders for years that a ban was in the offing,’
said a spokesman for animal protection group Dierenbescherming. ‘It would be awful for animals if
the ban now takes even longer.’ V

...at a glance

[www.dutchnews.nl]

• Dutch house prices
rise for the first time
in five years
The average house price in
the Netherlands rose by a
marginal 0.1% in April, compared with April 2013, the
national statistics office CBS
said on Wednesday.
The rise may be tiny, but it
is the first time in five years
that house prices have actually gone up. In March they
were down 2.1% compared
with the year earlier period
Nevertheless, house prices
are still down 19.9% on
August 2008, when they
reached a peak, the CBS
said. More homes also
changed hands in the first
four months of 2014.
Almost 40,000 homes were
sold between January and
the end of April, a rise of
34% on the same period in
2013. V

general assembly

Vivechrom: a model company

The Board of Directors of the Hellenic-Dutch Association of Commerce & Industry has unanimously
decided to call the Annual General Assembly in order to elect the Board of Directors on the 25th of
June 2014, 15:00 hours at the headquarters of the Association, 107 Kifissou Av.,Egaleo (Athens Brewery).
In case of absences, the General Annual Assembly
will be rescheduled on the 26th of June, same venue
and time. V

Vivechrom is one of the few companies that not only did not proceed to lay
offs during the recession, but continued to hire workforce. With the lowest monthly salary between €1,300 and €1,500, the company is a record
holder: during the 82 years of Vivechrom’s operation no employee has ever
resigned. All employees start and end their careers with the company, while
there is a policy that restrains from giving employment to relatives of the 1st
degree. Today’s management is based on a consistent philosophy: each and
every person hired must have the qualifications to be promoted to at least
two higher ranks within the company’s hierarchy! V

new garment care steam
[Philips launches new steam generator irons]

20
years
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The Philips SpeedCare steam generator irons deliver more steam than a steam iron,
helping you to speed up your ironing. Continuous steam output up to 110 g/min thanks
to the small amounts of water that are pumped into the boiler each time. For perfect
and fast crease removal. The separate water tank allows you to re-fill the water tank any
time, even during ironing, without waiting. Ceramic soleplate is scratch-resistant, glides
well and is easy to clean. Steam is ready at the maximum level in 2 minutes, and you
can refill the water at anytime. A clean reminder helps you to ensure that the appliance
is descaled and cleaned regularly. A second step is integrated into the steam generator to
protect it from scale: the steam function is disabled if it is not descaled after an hour of steam ironing
when the reminder is on. After the appliance is descaled, the steam function is restored. This happens regardless of
the type of water used. To make the Calc clean effortless, a smart calc clean container is provided so you do not need to
hold the iron over the sink for 2 minutes. After that, your steam generator iron is ready to use again. These Philips irons
have a vertical steam function, for crease removal in hanging fabrics. V
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survey

[not just a chamber, a precious consultant]
MRB Hellas S.A. has conducted a survey in order to better
understand and evaluate our member’s and candidate
member’s opinion on the HeDA Services. The key findings
of this qualitative research about HeDA, as well as the
conclusions, are included in the following presentation,
while the whole survey is available at www.heda.com.gr.
The Cretan Market seems to be quite active as far as it
concerns exporting activities and seems willing to make
further openings to new Markets.
So far the participation in Chambers and Associations has
proven to be almost disappointing, except from the audience
of the “supporters” who have had a rather positive experience.
For the rest audiences, the role of the Chambers and Unions
is not very active and does not provide neither an advisory
status nor effective solutions.
Bilateral Chambers do not seem to particularly “differentiate”
with an exception expressed by the audience of the
“supporters” who still “have faith” and “greater expectations”.
On a first spontaneous level, the majority of respondents
were not aware of HeDA (only two mentions, but without
specific details). In order to examine prompted reactions, the
respondents were exposed to informational material about
HeDA that included the Association’s history, objectives and
values, mission and vision, as well as services provided and a
list of members.
The term “�������������������������������������������������
��������������������������������������������������
Networking Organisation��������������������������
”�������������������������
raises positive connotations and meets the expectations already mentioned. “�����
������
Business to Business” contacts are evaluated positively, since they
imply the role of HeDA in bringing together entities in order
to exchange opinions and know-how.
The number of 180 members seems quite satisfactory for
a not so well known Chamber, and therefore HeDA was
characterised as a “hidden force”.

A new and interesting opening
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HeDA does not enjoy high levels of awareness among
respondents. Even those businesses that were aware about
the existence of the Hellenic-Dutch Chamber, could not
recall any further information about its actions.
After exposing respondents to the informational material
about HeDA, their reactions were quite satisfactory, yet
there is still a concern/sceptisism about the actual realisation
of the activities and services HeDA is claiming to put in force
(need to prove its values and intentions).
In order to acquire “Recognition” and “Acceptance” HeDA
should promote/communicate its “history”, “actions” and
“concrete” partnerships, in other words the survey underlined
the need to communicate a success story.
The competencies required by a Bilateral Chamber are the
following:
• Networking with foreign partners
• Guidance on bureaucracy and legal issues

• Reinforcement of public relations among countries
• Well organised exhibitions
• Finding potential customers
HeDA should reach Cretan businesses through informative
newsletters, by emphasising all its “powerful weapons”, that
will give companies the motivation to subscribe. Furthermore,
HeDA has to communicate its values and vision.
The specific actions after the evaluation were placed in the
following priority order:
Mentoring
A platform of information that will guide all members through
necessary actions in order to carry their entrepreneurial
activity abroad:
• Guidance
• Elimination of bureaucracy
• Elimination of the cost of consulting companies
• Convenience
Joint ventures with Dutch companies
Came out as a great opportunity for specific companies (ex.
cold cuts) that could combine the production of the Dutch
primary sector in order to develop new business activities or
to create alliances with other companies in order to supply or
buy raw material on a mutual basis. An ideal intiatiative by a
Chamber that wishes to provide the maximum benefits
Lists of potential customers/collaborations
The greatest difficulty stands for a company willing to expand
abroad. Therefore a Chamber that would provide to its
members services that facilitate their goals, is more than
an Association. HeDA must embrace this “mission” that
demonstrates responsibility towards its members. This is the
most important argument in order to attract new memberships.
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Networking with other companies
Well organised and not just proclaimed Networking, is

a great opportunity for making the best out of other
parties experience, technical mastery and superior skills, a
procedure that will attribute added value to HeDA.
Public Relations/Political Lobbying
A service that companies welcome in order to gain
influence. The specific service is evaluated positively and
transforms HeDA into a powerful institution.
Events that will attract Dutch Companies or tourists
(gastronomic events)
• Necessary
• They will “boost” the island’s economy
• They will promote Cretan diet abroad
• They will create a need for Cretan products
Getting acquainted with the Dutch Market
(profile, developed sectors, products/services,
consumer habits)
Providing detailed information about the Dutch Market
will clarify the possibilities and/or opportunities for each
sector willing to develop business or exporting activities.
The Dutch Market seems quite appealing, especially for
the food sector (production, packaging, distribution)
Although the majority of respondents has a positive
opinion about the Netherlands (a strong economy), the
Dutch market remains «Terra Incognita».
After exposing the audience to information material about
the Netherlands’ market and financial aspects, the level of
interest has increased.

Evaluation of services

• Customised services: Quarterly newsletter
• Monthly e-News Bulletin
• Credit information
• Exhibitions
• Training
• Organising activities
• Co-operation with other Chambers
• Website
• Business directory
• Networking

Disadvantages and Weaknesses

• Lack of differentiation compared to other Chambers
• The basics offered by everyone
• Lack of excitement
• Lack of interest
• Need for differentiation/enrichment
If HeDA can prove consistent to each and every service
promised, even the “distant” audience seems eligible to
become attracted.
The “supporters” felt very excited about the services that
HeDA provides, and expressed their wish to become
more engaged in the Association’s activities.
The “detached” seemed to be more skeptical about all the
services that HeDA claims to provide, but they are willing
to give a “chance” to the Hellenic-Dutch Chamber. V

HZ University & iCon College
[join forces in Greece]

The HZ University, the Best University of Applied Sciences of
the Netherlands joins forces with iCon College offering in Greece
Studies aimed at Career Development!
The HZ University of Applied Sciences is located on the beautiful
shores of Zeeland in the south - western edge of Holland close to
Belgium and France and is the nearest point to London and Britain
in general. HZ has a strong international orientation and its basic
values are quality, personal development and job placement of
students. The aim of the University is to develop each student to be
able to cope very effectively living in a multicultural society. Students
through tailored, flexible curricula, acquire knowledge and skills that
prepare them for a career with strong prospects.
The University works in close cooperation with business, local
and international. It not only provides students with theoretical
training, but focuses on practical application. Professional practice is
incorporated in education through internships and applied research
and practical work.
HZ is the No. 1 Dutch University of Applied Sciences, out of the
43 Dutch Universities of Applied Sciences, according to the latest
assessment «Keuzegids Hbo Voltijd 2014».
iCon has been founded by, and is still owned and run by academics.
Its aim is to provide high quality education and training, promising high
usefulness and employability under accommodating circumstances.
iCon provides its services through iCon College which is accredited
by the Greek Ministry of Education and Religious Affairs. Its student
support system possesses Quality Certification (ISO 9001:2008).
The cooperation of the HZ University of Applied Sciences and
iCon College is the first ever of its kind in Greece and the aim is
to bring to Greek students the best of Dutch education through
the delivery of the Bachelor in International Business Management.
Students will study for two years in Athens and for one year in
Vlissingen, accompanied by two semesters of practical experience in
the Netherlands. Thus students will be exposed to an international
training and work environment, allowing them to develop the skills
necessary both for a career in an international business as well for
building and running their own business!
The transfer of knowledge in a professional environment is one of
the major objectives of HZ, which as a University of Applied Sciences
has as the basic principle of its operation the interface between
education and practice as well as research with practical (applied)
orientation. Graduates of the Universities of Applied Sciences are
sought after because of the useful and practical knowledge they
acquire during their studies and the better possibilities for work
placement.
The curriculum of the HZ is developed in close cooperation with
companies, whose representatives participate in an advisory role in
the development the programmes. This ensures that the content of
every programme meets the professional reality.
Moreover, acquiring practical work experience through internships
is an integral part of the curriculum of the University.
The Bachelor in International Business Management
consists of six semesters of theoretical training and two
years
semesters of internship. This means that graduates from
HZ, already have work experience of one year! V
• For information please contact 210 9248534, 210 9248065,
www.icon.gr info@icon.gr
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Bilateral Trade (in mil. €)

Ιncoming Tourism from the Netherlands

Exports to the
Netherlands

Imports from the
Netherlands

Deficit

Tourists (total in thousands)
Total Income (million €)
Tourists from the Netherlands
Income from the Netherlands (million €)

trade statistics
[bilateral opportunities]

During the very interesting event organised by HeDA, that took place at
the Conference Center of the Pancreta Bank in Herakleion under the
auspices of the Dutch Embassy and
the Pancreta Bank, Mr. Nikolaos
Thomopoulos, Financial Attaché of
the Greek Embassy in Den Hague,
presented very interesting statistics concerning the bilateral trade
relationships between Greece and
the Netherlands and explored the
possibilities and opportunities for
Greece to further attract tourists and
enhance exports of superior quality
agricultural products. The complete
report is available on our website
www.heda.com.gr. V

CHEESE, YOGURT, EGGS, HONEY
GREECE
JAN-NOV 2013 (€)
TOTAL EXPORTS
EXPORTS TO NL
FETA
CHEESE IN BRINE
CHEESE 40% FAT
GRUYERE, CHEDDAR
PARMESAN
YOGURT
EGGS
HONEY
OLIVE OIL. WINE, BEVERAGES
JAN-NOV 2013 (€)
VIRGIN OLIVE OIL
OLIVE OIL
OLIVES
WINE
VINEGAR
ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES <80%
BEER
WATER, NATURAL & GAS

205.349.863
27.207.528
6.811.290
5.773.301
1.894.901
77.221.982
4.549.957
7.168.646

4.762.333
28.800
91.196
15.731
8.831
1.625.330
1.741
31.462

GREECE
TOTAL EXPORTS
EXPORTS TO NL
429.778.993
40.150.678
259.416.546
54.536
13.279.998
66.898.070
17.790.708
37.079.839

717.883
95.558
3.623.556
1.605.557
46.559
2.822.800
78.091
62.466

THE NETHERLANDS
IMPORTS
4.350.140
981.134
2.668.080
51.489
50.717
65.907.697
229.326.680
31.236.433
THE NETHERLANDS
IMPORTS
30.104.057
14.576.484
13.538.479
778.103.895
8.839.583
448.083.919
199.182.580
529.249.944
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This edition was supported by:
ΑΤΗΕΝΙΑΝ BREWERY, CORAL, FRIESLANDCAMPINA,
ING, INTERAMERICAN (ACHMEA), PHILIPS,
QUALITY BRANDS INTERNATIONAL, UNILEVER

• LOYALTY CLUB OF HEDA - MEMBER TO MEMBER OFFERS
http://www.heda.com.gr/members/member-to-member-offers-loyalty-club

All HEDA members have the opportunity to offer their services or products, at special
members rates, to other members of the Association. The offers will be posted on a special
page of our website: Loyalty Club Of Heda. Send your offers now at heda@otenet.gr

• Facebook: www.facebook.com/hellenic.dutch.association
• Become A Member: http://www.heda.com.gr/members/become-a-member

